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Release 2
MAR40115 Certificate IV in Maritime Operations (Marine Surveying)

Modification History
Release 1. First release of this qualification in the MAR Maritime Training Package.
Release 2. Codes of imported units have been updated to include most current.

Qualification Description
This qualification is suitable for people working in the maritime industry as a domestic commercial vessel surveyor assistant.

This qualification is currently cited as meeting some of the requirements for accreditation as a surveyor of domestic commercial vessels by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA).

Accreditation will require achievement of other requirements; people seeking accreditation should check with AMSA.

Entry Requirements
There are no entry requirements for this qualification.
Packaging Rules

Total number of units = 14 units

14 core units

Core units

MARF001 Apply basic survival skills in the event of vessel abandonment
MARF002 Follow procedures to minimise and fight fires on board a vessel
MARF004 Meet work health and safety requirements
MARM002 Apply vessel construction theory to marine survey tasks
MARM005 Assess compliance with marine environment protection requirements
MARM006 Assist in the survey of commercial vessels
MARM007 Assist in the survey of vessel mechanical features
MARM008 Evaluate vessel stability
MARM009 Implement a systematic approach to the audit of safety management systems
MARM010 Survey lifesaving appliances, fire and other safety systems
CHCCOM002 Use communication to build relationships
PSPGOV417A Identify and treat risks
PSPGOV421A Exercise delegations
PSPREG401C Exercise regulatory powers
Qualification Mapping Information

This qualification replaces and is equivalent to MAR40413 Certificate IV in Maritime Operations (Marine Surveying).
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